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ABSTRACT
The report considers optimization of landing order with respect to 
runway acceptance rate and total delay for planes desiring to land at the 
same one-runway airport. Two cases determined by the character of the 
mirvinniTn landing separation are recognized: (a) constant landing separa­
tion time and (b) variable landing separation time. For constant separa­
tion time, it is shown that the first-come-first-served landing order 
both maximizes the runway acceptance rate and minimizes the total delay. 
For variable separation time, a class of permutations allowing maximum 
runway acceptance rate is defined and rules for selecting a permutation 
yielding minimum total delay are given.
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In developing a logic for automatic air traffic control1 there arises 
the problem of establishing a general procedure for setting the order of 
landing. In principle, an order optimizing any arbitrarily selected cri­
terion can be determined by examining all possible permutations and sel­
ecting one that yields the optimal criterion value. In practice however, 
when the number of permutations is large, such a method takes too much
time. This note gives a simplified, time-saving procedure for optimizing
2the landing order with respect to one or both of the selected criteria.
1. THE CRITERIA
5The two criteria arbitrarily selected for consideration are total
delay (the sum of the amounts of time each aircraft is kept waiting), and
runway acceptance rate (number of planes landing on a given runway per
unit time). If planes P , PQ, P ,... desire to land at the same one-runwaytt p V . . .
airport, it is assumed that each plane needs a minimum time t^, t^, •.. 
to land in absence of any other planes, and that the planes are required
Ato land so as to maintain a minimum time separation t . between planes
J 1
P^ 1 and P^ landing in succession.
1 Preliminary work on automatic air traffic control carried out at the 
Coordinated Science Laboratory will be described comprehensively in 
reports R-1^5 and R-l^-6.
2 Duane Cooper and Linton. Kypta of the Coordinated Science Laboratory 
read a draft of the report and offered helpful suggestions.
5 Some other possible criteria are maximum delay of a single plane,
maximum fuel consumption of a single plane while waiting, total fuel 
consumption of all planes while waiting, etc.
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1.1. Total delay
For some landing order, say P-jPgPy >  the minimum time required to 
land the first i planes is
8i = ti
(1 ) s = + max (^1, t± - s ^ ) ,  for i = 2, 3, ,^ ... •
For example, in the situation shown in Figures la and lh, s^ = t^ + tg + t 
for the PjPgP^... sequence and s^ ■ t1 + (t^ - t^) + $g for P^Pg... .
In general, the delay of the i-th plane in the sequence is
'si  - V i f  s^  ^ > t^,
delay of P^  = <
•vo
___
J i f  B± < t ±,
which is
(2) | (si -  t± ) + ||si - t j  .
If we let "delay (P^Pg.. .Pn )" denote the total delay of the first n 
planes resulting from the landing sequence P^Pg•.. Pn Pn+1 ’ 
total delay is
n
(3) ¿telay (PxPa ...Pn ) = l [ 1 ^  - *±) + | K  - *±l] •
i=l
then this
Minimum time
Actual time
= minimum separation time between planes 
P±_l and P at landing
si = actual time used to land the first i 
planes
*Figure la
* In this figure and in the ones that follow, the upper axis is used to plot, for each 
plane, the minimum time required to land the plane; the lower axis is used to plot the 
actual landing time of the planes which are landing in a prescribed sequence. For each 
plane, plots of minimum time and actual time are connected wiih a line to facilitate 
interpretat ion.
C/
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Figure lb
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1.2. Runway acceptance rate
Order the planes Pa , P^, P^.,... hy t^ so that ^  < ti+1 and let this 
order he P^PgP^... • Then, the smallest k such that
k+1
1=2
defines the smallest group of planes P^, Pg, ... , P^ which can he landed 
without affecting the landing rate of the remaining planes. In Figure lc, 
for example, k = 6.
Call the class of permutations of P.^ P2, ••• , Pk which satisfy (4) 
class C1 . For example, permutations PiP2P3P4P5P6 (Figure lc) and 
P1P3P2P4P5P6 (FjLSure ld) 'belong to while P ^ P ^ I » ^  (FiSure le) does 
not. If we agree to calculate the runway acceptance rate for periods
Minimum time
Actual time
t| *2 *3 U  *5 *6 *7
Figure lc
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t| ^2 3^ U  *5 *6 *7
Landing order P, P3 P2 P4 P5 P6 P7
Figure Id
Landing order Pi p 3 p5 p2 p4 p6 p 7
Figure le
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greater than t, , all the permutations in CL can be considered equivalent 
■with respect to their effect on the acceptance rate, for none of these 
permutations affects the landing rate of the remaining planes» The over» 
all run-way acceptance rate, therefore, can be maximized simply by taking 
only permutations in C^.
Permutations in C^, in turn, can be optimized with respect to another 
criterion. Below, minimization of total delay for permutations in C1 is 
considered for two cases: the case in which the minimum separation time
is the same (constant) for all aircraft, and the case in which it depends 
in some way upon which plane is being considered (variable)» Instances in 
which it is known that a strictly minimum delay permutation belongs to 
are indicated.
2. CONSTANT TIME SEPARATION
If we let % = = ... = = % and , as before, assume P-jP^P^...
ordered so that < t . , the condition defining k for C, becomesi — 1+1 jl
Qto) + kt < tk+1-
There may exist in permutations which produce landing separations 
greater than the required minimum, that is, permutations for which
(5) t1 + qi < t±, i < k,
where q is the number of planes ahead of P^ in a given sequence. let such 
permutations constitute class Cg, a subclass in C^. 
however, produce more total delay than those that are
Permutations in Cg,
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every permutation in Cg must be of the form with
tj < t^. For example, permutation P^P^PgP^P^P^ shown in Figure Id belongs 
to Cg and has Pg as the Pj plane.
To observe the delay characteristics of such permutations, consider 
permutation
C1 = ^1^2* * *^i**#
where i* is the smallest i for which cn satisfies (5) and t < t *.
^ Jn
Transposing the Pj for which t^*^ < tj < t ^  to obtain
c2 = P1P2*# *Pi*-lPJ Pi*# * *PJ # #*Pkn 1
has the consequences that (a) the total delay of P^ , Pg, ... , P^_^ remains
unchanged, (b) the delay of P. is decreased by more than i^, where r is the
**n
number of planes between P and P before the transposition, (c) the
total delay of P^, ^*+ 3/ ... , Pj ^  was increased by less than ri, and
(d) the total delay of P. P, ,0, ... , P. was at most decreased. There­
in* ^n
fore,
delay (c1) > delay (eg).
If Cg belongs to Cg, the process is repeated until a permutation c^ which 
does not belong to Cg is obtained, so that the permutations are ordered by 
delay:
delay (c1) > delay (c2 ) > ... > delay (cn).
1 As an example, consider transposing Pg in Figure Id to obtain permutation
W 3W 6 -
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Thus, if we let - C2 = C y for every permutation in we can find a 
permutation cn in ■which produces less total delay. Similarly,
it can he shown that permutations not in result in more delay than 
those in CU.
The expression for total delay is
k
delay ( P ^  ... Pk ) \ ] [ ( s±
i=l
V  + |lSi
hut since s^ > t^ for i < k for permutations in this reduces to
k
i=l
which is
k
1 [ h + ^ ^  - h ]  >
i=l
with the result upon summation:
k
(6) delay ( P ^  ... P^) = + gk(k - l)t - ^ t±.
i=l
Since the value of (6) does not depend on the order of summation, the 
total delay for all permutations in is constant. Furthermore, since
permutations not in result in greater delay, the expression in (6) 
gives the minimum total delay.
In particular, the intuitively desirable first-to-land-first- 
served permutation with t^ < tg < ... < t^ belongs to and consequently 
yields minimum total delay. Thus, with constant time landing separation, 
the first-to-land-first-served sequencing yields minimum total delay
B-lte/10
■without decreasing runway acceptance rate
5. VARIABLE TIME SEPARATION
The optimization of landing order for variable time separation is 
somewhat less straightforward and, except for two instances, the rules 
given are complex. First, the special case of the frequently employed 
constant distance separation is discussed and an application described; 
then, the rules for the general case are given.
5.1. Special case: constant distance separation
When constant distance is used to determine the minimum separation, 
a point M on the line of final approach is selected and, at any given 
instant, only one plane is allowed between the point M and the turn-off 
point on the runway. In such a case, let nu be the minimum arrival time 
of plane P^ at the point M and t^, as before, the minimum time to land. 
Then, ti - m^, > 0 and the minimum landing time separation between the 
Pi-1 Pi planes is “ mi# Substituting ti - nu for ^  in (4), we 
find the condition defining k for class to be
tx + [  (tt - mA ) + (tk+1 - ^ +1) < tk+1,
i=2
which is
k
(4b) \  (t4 - V  <
i=2
1 Work is now in progress to determine whether, given a wide variation 
in the terminal area speeds, a reasonably small constant time land­
ing separation can be arranged for an automatic system.
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The procedure for selecting the delay minimizing permutation from 
is introduced hy deriving the rules for the simple case of two planes 
with no time restrictions. Then, the rules for two planes with time 
restriction are stated and are extended to the general case of n planes.
5.1.1 Two planes and no time restriction 
In the case of two planes P^ and with t^, m^, t.g, m^ and a free
runway, the total delay can he minimized hy forming t^ + m^ for i = 1, 2 
and landing the plane with the smaller sum first. To show it, we obtain 
from (2)
if mg < t1 ,
delay ( P ^ )  = .
*1 ‘ “2 ’
If “2 > t1 '
delay ( P ^ )
if m1 < t2 , 
if m^ > tg.
The relationship between delay (P^g) and delay (PgP^) can he 
expressed as a function of relationships between and t^, i ^ j, as 
follows:
(a) delay ( P ^ )  < delay ( P ^ )  vhen either
(i) > t1 and < 12, or
(ii) < t1 and < tg and - nig < tg - n^,
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(b) delay (P-^ P^ ,) > delay (PpP-^ ) when either
(iii) mg < t1 and > tg, or
(iv) mg < t and m^ < tg and > tg - EL
Conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are mutually exclusive; also, 
they are exhaustive since condition mg > t^ and m^ > tg cannot occur 
because of the constraint that m^ < t^.
When either (i) or (ii) is true, t^ + m^ < tg + mg is true, or in 
symbols
(i) or (ii) ==> t^ + m^ < tg + mg,
for
and
> t„ and m_ < t~ ==> t, + el < t« +mg 1 ^ g 1 m1 g  mgj
t^ - mg < tg - m1 ==> t„ + m, < trt +! + V
Also, when t^ + m^ < tg + mg is true, either (i) or (ii) is true, or in 
symbols
t ± + mi < tg + mg ==> (i) or (ii),
because when t^ + m^ < tg + mg, (iii) is false, since
mg < t^ and m^ > t, 
and so is (iv), since
==> t ± + > tg + mg;
h + \  $  * z + "fe ==> - ^  < t2 - ^
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Therefore, we have
t^ + m^ < t2 + nig <==> (i) or (ii),
or
t 1 + m < t2 + nig <==> delay (P-^Pg) < delay (P2P1 ).
3,1.2 Two planes with time restriction
For two planes P and P2 with t ^ } n^, tg, and n^ as before, but with 
the added restriction that the immediately preceding plane lands at time 
s^, the rules can be derived from a straightforward examination of the 
list of the 64 possible combinations and an application of results of 
the preceding section. The rules are
Is For nu < s^, i = 1, 2
t1 - m1 < t2 - m^ <==> delay (P-jPg) < delay (PgP1 ).
II: For m. < s_ and m, > s^i “ P j P
2 ^  - mj.) + (t± + m± ) < (t^  + mj) <==> delay (P^j) < delay (PjP^
or 2(sp - mj) + (t± - m± ) <(t^ - m^) <==o delay (P±P^) < delay (PjP±)
III: For m > s , i = 1, 2Je
< t^ + <==> delay (P^g) < delay (P^P^.
Note that under III, neither plane is able to land before time s^ + ti 
and the case is equivalent to that of the preceding section, i.e. to two 
planes with no time restriction.
-R-lh2/lk
3*1*3 More than two planes
The rules for two planes may be applied, with some modifications, to 
obtain minimal delay for n planes, with n > 2. The procedure consists 
essentially of three steps, the first two of which yield successive approx­
imations and the third, by direct examination of the remaining possibili­
ties, the final order. These steps are
(a) First, order the planes by t^, with t^ < t^+^ to reduce, in 
general, the number of transpositions required in the next step.
(b) Second, examine pairs of adjacent planes ...P P ... and proceedg n
as follows:
(i) If Rule I applies, arrange the order which minimizes
delay as indicated by the rule.
(ii) If Rule II applies, use order ...P P, ... if m < s ;g h g — p
otherwise, use . ..P,P ••• •h g
(iii) If Rule III applies, use ...P P^... if t < t^; otherwise,
use ...P, P ... .k S
Continue step (b) until no more transpositions are required. The 
resulting order (which must be in because in each instance minimum 
landing separation was used) is optimal for the special cases in which 
strict use of Rules II and III would yield the same order. Otherwise, it 
is approximately optimal and step (c) must be invoked:
(c) Third, starting with P^P2, re-examine all pairs of adjacent 
planes ...P P^.•. in succession and, whenever Rule II or III applies and 
disagrees with the present order, compare delay (P P^P^+^ ... P^) with 
delay (PhPgPh+1 ... Pk ) and select the order giving the smaller delay,• • •
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provided the order is in C^. After a necessary transposition, changing
...P^P P, ... to . . . P ^ P  oo•, backtrack one pair and resume examination i g h i h  g
with the pair . ..P.P, ... . The resulting order is optimal, for any addi-i h
tional transposition which gives a permutation in either increases or 
leaves unchanged the total delay» In general, the order strictly mini­
mizing total delay can be obtained by disregarding the restriction that 
the selected order be in C.^ »
Neglecting the time required by step (a), steps (b) and (c) can be 
carried out by a computer in k passes over the list of k planes» It is 
estimated that each pass, except the last one, would require approximately 
time T, where T is the time needed for calculation of total delay for one 
permutation of P^, Pg, »»» , P^» The last pass, it is estimated, would
require not more than (jj* k + ^ k)T. Therefore, the whole procedure
1 2 5could be executed approximately in time (j- k + ~ k)T, which is less than 
k!T for k > 3» (kJT is the time required to calculate total delay for all 
the permutations of k planes») In some applications, one of which is 
described below, it is possible to introduce further simplification of the 
procedure.
An application
In an experimental air-traffic-control logic programmed for a digital 
2computer , the determination of landing order was carried out in the ter­
minal area. The abstracted terminal area used contained the runway, the
1 At the time of writing, the estimates have not been verified by 
programming.
The program and the experimental framework are described in the pre­
viously cited Coordinated Science laboratory Report R-l46.
2
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outer marker (OM), the gate, and four entry points deployed as shown in 
Figure 2. The planes were required to land so that at any time there would 
be only one plane between the outer marker and the turn-off point on the 
runway. A typical traffic pattern is shown in Figure 3*
The planes, upon reaching an entry point, were put on ’’hold" and at 
the same time became eligible to receive instructions to commence the 
approach. The problem was to issue these instructions in an order which 
minimized total delay for the planes waiting at the entry points. The sol­
ution turned out to be extremely simple and consisted of ordering the
3planes by the terminal area speed.
To verify the solution, observe that (a) all the entry points are 
equidistant from the outer marker if the distance is measured along the 
approach paths, and (b) that for any plane P^ with terminal area speed v^, 
t^ - m^ is inversely proportional to v^.
If Rule I applies, we have
t1 - m^ < t - m^ <==> delay ( P ^ ) < delay ( P ^ ) ,  
or
v_^  > v^ <==> delay (P±Pj) < delay (PjP±) 
and if Rule II applies, we have
2(sp - mjL) + (t± + mi) < (tj + m^) <==> delay (P±Pj) < delay ( P ^ ) ,  
or
2(Sp - mj) + (ti - mi ) < (tj - m ) <==> delay (P±Pj) < delay (PjP±).
3 Ordering by speed alone in this case theoretically allows some planes 
to be held at an entry point indefinitely. In the experimental program 
the maximum waiting time was monitored and, whenever it exceeded a pre­
set number, ordering by speed was replaced with ordering by waiting time.
Entry Point
X
R-ite/i7
E ntry  Point
X
Figure 2
Figure 3
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But, for s > m., we obtain P i
2(sp - m±) + (t± + mjL) < (tj + nij) ==> (t± + m± ) < (tj + m^),
or
2(Sp - mt ) + (ti + m± ) < (tj + mj) ==> v± > T y
Also, we have
V i > V j  (t1 - mi) < (tj - Bj)
and, for s < m.,
(ti - mi) < (tj - mj) ==» 2(sp - mj) + (t± - < (tj - m j .
Therefore, for Rule II we obtain
> Vj <==> delay (P^Pj) < delay (P^P^)*
If Rule III applies, we have
t± 4- ^  < t + m^ <==> delay (P^Pj) < delay ( P ^ ) ,  
or
v± > v^ <==> delay ( P ^ )  < delay (PjP±).
Thus, regardless of which rule applies, we obtain
vi > Vj <==> delay (P^P^) < delay (P P ^ *
and so ordering by speed minimizes total delay. As a partial check of 
the validity of these results an alternate derivation applicable to groups 
of planes with nn < s^ for all planes is given in the Appendix.
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3.2. The general case of variable time separation 
The transition from the constant distance landing separation to the 
general case of variable time separation is easily accomplished by a 
straightforward substitution of
(7) = t± - m± .
For two planes, using (7) in the rules of Section 3*1.2, we obtain
la: for t. - i . < s , i = 1, 2,i i — p
^i < %  <==> delay (pip2^ - delay ( P ^ ) ;
Ila: for t . - %. < s and t . - ^ , > s , i i ~ P j J P
|(^ 1  + %2.) 1 t2 - sp <==> delay ( P ^ ) < delay ( P ^ ) ;
Ilia: for t± - \ > s p) i =1, 2,
tx - t2 < i(t1 - $2 ) <==> delay (P^Pg) < delay ( P ^ ) .
To obtain the optimal order for n planes, first order the planes by t 
so that ti < ti+1* Then, examine pairs of adjacent planes and
(i) ,if Rule la applies, use the order indicated by the rule,*
(ii) if Rule Ila applies, use order ...P P, ... if t - i < s ,g g
otherwise, use . ..P,P ... ;n g
(iii) if Rule Ilia applies, use ...P P. ... if t < t,% otherwise useg n g h*
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Continue this procedure until no more transpositions are required, 
tte resulting order, as in Section 3.1.3, belongs to Cj_ and is optimal 
for a class of special cases and approximately optimal in general. To 
obtain the optimal order in the general case, complete the step (c) of the 
procedure described in Section 3.1.3*
R-ll+2/21
APPENDIX
Special case; m ^ +j < for i + J < k . If in some permutation
in Cn there is a P.„ such that m. < s.„ for i > i*, then the delay of 1 i* i — 1*
Pi*+1' Pi*+2i #*# ’ Pk can ordering hy ti » m^ and land­
ing first the plane corresponding to the smallest t^ - m^. Figure h 
shows an example of such a sequence with P^ as the P ^  plane.
We obtain from (3)
k
delay ( P ^  ... Pfc) = } - t±) + ^  - tj],
i=l
or
I  [^ si " V  + 2^i “ \ Q +1 k K - V ^ K ^ i i ]
i=l i=i*+l
*which is, since s^ > t^ for i > i ,
l  [i(Sl - \ )  + | | s i - t± |] + ) (8± - t± ).
i=l i=i*+l
Thus, given s ^  the delay of P.j*+1> P ^ g ,  ... , Pk is determined by 
k
\  (si ” However, this may be expanded as
i=d*+l
I (si - V (si*+l ■ tl*+l^  + 'si*42 _ t l*+2^  + •”• + (sk ” tk)>
i=i*+l
or, by substituting for s ^ ^ ,  s±^ ,  s±^+k, as
t| t2 t3 t4 ts t6 t7
mi m2 m3 m4 ms m6m7
Landing order F[ ?z P3 P4 fg P5 P7
Figure L
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{[si* + ’ ti*+l} + + t^i*+l“mi*+l^+ t^i*-f2“mi*+2^"ti*+2}+
+ ... + {[s1# + (ti#+1 - m1#+1) + ... + (tk - n^)] - tj.
Collecting like terms, we obtain
(k-i*)s1#+[k-(i*+l)] ti#+1 + [k-(i*+2)j + ... + [k-(k-l)] t ^  +
-(k-i*)ml1t+l - [k-(i*+l)] mi#+2 - ... - [k-(k-l)]
and, grouping by coefficients,
(k - i  )s±*+ [ k - ( i  + 1)J (t i *+i"m1*+1) + [ k" (i 4 2 )]  +
+ . . .  + [ k - ( k - l ) ]  ..............\ - l  -  V
■which can be written as
(8) (k-i*)siif + Y (k-i)('b1-m1) “ Y m± *
i=i*+l i=i*+l
m  (8), only the value of } ( k - i H t ^ )  depends on the landing
i=i*+l
order of ^ * + 2' ••• ’ Given s^, the total delay of
Pi^^, ... , P^ can be minimized, therefore, by ordering the planes by
t . - m., so that t . - m. < t . _ - m . ,. In particular, if t . - m. isi i i i — l+l i+1 i i
inversely proportional to the speed, the delay can be minimized by 
ordering by speed alone.
